
 

 

 

Vale of Aylesbury Local Plan 2013-2033 
examination 

Agenda Session 22 17 July 2018 Matter 15s; D-WIN001 Winslow 
 

 
 
Participants: Inspector, Council, 30406 Winslow Town Council, 32407 
Land & Partners (with Hearing Statement), 32109 Amarillo Ltd and 
Scandale (with Hearing Statement), 29523 Gladman Developmnets.  
 

Summary of issues 

My understanding of the thrust of the representations is that 

• The allocation is not made through a neighbourhood plan (See 
discussion in session (4)) (30406 WTC, 31840 Yes 4 Winslow, 
32357 Samuel White, 32355 Gillian Mather) 

• Level of growth is 55%, for least sustainable of strategic 
settlements.  Plan is capacity-led but there is no account of how 
capacity has been arrived at. (30406 WTC) 

• Winslow lacks road capacity and social infrastructure capacity 
(28933 Tamara Butterworth, 32082 Great Horwood PC) 

• Allocation is premature in advance of station (32351 B Wells) 

• Allocation would saturate the market (32353 John Mather, 32354 
Samantha Harris) (see discussion in session 17 and see Webb and 
partners appendix to Land and Partners’s statement for this hearing 
session)) 

• Phasing does not accord with national advice (32407 Land & 
Partners, 29523 Gladman) 

• Unqualified retention of existing trees and hedgerows is not 
practical (32407 Land & Partners, 29523 Gladman) 

• Landscape buffer not justified (32407 Land & Partners) 

• Unnecessary to limit development beyond watercourse (29523 
Gladman) 

• Not reasonable to provide a bus service (32407 Land & Partners) 

Council’s response 

The Council proposes a modification to criterion (e) to respond to the 
seventh bullet point above.  It explains the requirement of criterion (h) in 
response to the final bullet point above.  Land and Partners have 
expressed that they are content with these responses. 

Matters for discussion 

 

1) Have I correctly understood the thrust of the representations? 



 

 

2) Do the matters raised above render the plan unsound? 

3) Any other matters. 

 

P. W. Clark 
Inspector 

05.07.18 

 

 


